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1 Purpose
Scouts Australia NSW is a volunteer organisation that has paid workers and subsequently, has
responsibilities under WHS laws. Our volunteers are called workers under WHS laws and they have
the same WHS obligations as a paid worker. Therefore, Scouts Australia NSW WHS Procedures
apply to workers, members and volunteer supporters (which are all described collectively in the
WHS Procedures as workers). This procedure applies to items of plant owned by Scouts NSW, as
well as plan brought on site by volunteers to perform work.
‘Plant’ ranges from high risk machinery such as forklifts, to small powered tools such as power
drills. All have the capacity to cause harm when the risks are not adequately controlled. This
document describes the approach taken by Scouts NSW to comply with its duty of care associated
with the health and safety risks of all types of machinery and equipment.

2 What is plant?
Plant is a term used in the WHS legislation to describe any machinery, equipment, appliance,
container, implement and tool, and includes any component or anything fitted or connected to any
of those things. Plant includes items as diverse as lifts, cranes, computers, machinery, conveyors,
forklifts, vehicles, power tools and amusement devices. Certain kinds of plant, such as forklifts,
cranes and some pressure equipment, require a licence from the WHS regulator to operate and
some high-risk plant must also be registered with the WHS regulator.
Plant that relies exclusively on manual power for its operation and is designed to be primarily
supported by hand, for example a screw driver, is not covered by specific regulation however the
general duty of care under the WHS Act applies to this type of plant.
At Scouts Australia NSW, common items of machinery and equipment includes, but is not limited
to:

















Vehicles and trailers
forklifts (ride on and walk-behind)
tractors, slashers
pallet jacks
Elevated Work Platforms (EWP)
ladders
hoists
electrical motorised equipment
stand-by generators
mobile climbing walls
watercraft and motors
pumps, motors
lawn mowers (ride-on and walk-behind)
appliances eg power drills, kettles, stoves, heaters
chain saws, circular saws
golf-buggies
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3 Acquisition of plant
New purchases and modifications
Prior to selecting or modifying an item of machinery or equipment, the site manager shall consult
with workers as appropriate in order to make an appropriate safe product selection which satisfies
the needs of the users. For significant purchases such as items of motorised equipment that have
the capacity to cause serious injury, the site manager (or other leader in charge) should also
conduct safety evaluation using Hazard Checklist appearing in the Managing-risks-of-plant-inthe-workplace-Code-of-practice. Ideally this evaluation will be conducted prior to purchase and
the result taken into consideration when selecting the preferred make/model. However where this
is not practicable, the Hazard Checklist appearing in the Managing-risks-of-plant-in-theworkplace-Code-of-practice and/or a 18.1 Risk assessment is to be done as early as possible,
prior to first use.
At the time of purchase, commercial suppliers, hirers and leasers of plant and equipment will
provide technical specifications and a risk assessment where legislation requires. This information,
along with the findings of any risk assessment and evaluation, shall be used to develop the
Standard Operating Procedure or induction briefing material for users.

Second hand acquisitions
For ‘second-hand’ machinery and equipment, a competent person should inspect the item(s) prior
to acceptance and ideally, complete a documented safety evaluation such as the Hazard Checklist
appearing in the Managing-risks-of-plant-in-the-workplace-Code-of-practice. Purchased or
donated second hand items can present greater risk due to unknown modifications, damage, wear
and tear and possible sub-optimal suitability for Scouts use. In addition to performing the
evaluation, request the person who is offering the equipment about any known safety hazards.
They also should be requested to supply any maintenance/modifications history and operator
manuals. If hazards are identified and cannot reasonably be addressed or repaired prior to first use,
the item should not be purchased/ accepted by Scouts NSW. Offers of second hand items that
present health and safety risks that cannot feasibly be resolved should be declined, on the grounds
that health and safety of workers and youth members is a priority.
Plant requiring external registration of design is not to be supplied or acquired unless the design
has been registered.

Installation, assembly and commissioning
Where installation, assembly or commissioning is required by Scouts NSW, this should be done by a
competent person(s). If a structure has been designed specifically for Scouts NSW, the person
supplying the design or the item must provide evidence that potential risks have been considered
and eliminated or mitigated. Designers can be held responsible for health and safety incidents that
occur as a result of their design, at any time of the life cycle of the item they designed.
Prior to first use, any hazards associated with the use of the machinery and equipment to perform
the anticipated task must be identified, assessed and risk mitigation solutions implemented.
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4 General risk controls for plant and equipment
Potential hazards associated with use of plant and equipment (both new and existing), and their
surrounding areas shall be identified through consultation, hazards reporting, monitoring of
workplace incidents and direct observation of activities involving plant and equipment. Risk
assessments shall be conducted. A single risk assessment may cover several identical items of plant
in the same work area as long as all circumstances particular to individual items are also identical.
Existing risk assessments shall be reviewed when there is a change to the machinery or equipment.
The degree of formality of the risk assessment conducted will vary depending on the nature of the
task being performed. Not all risk assessment must be documented, however it is important that
the site manager consults with users to consider potential risks and implement mitigation
strategies based on the hierarchy of controls, as described in Scouts NSW Procedure 18 Risk
Management.
The effective functioning of any engineering controls, including machine guarding, shall be
monitored via periodic workplace inspections and maintenance.
The risk assessment and risk mitigation measures must cover hazards that the operator of the plant
and equipment is exposed to. For information about the types of hazards associated with plant to
consider in your risk assessment, refer to the Code of Practice for managing the risk of plant in

the workplace.
When conducting the risk assessment, consider the risk associated with the presence of youth or
other bystanders. Exclude or isolate youth and bystanders including members of the public where
there is a risk of injury. Ideally, operate domestic retail plant such as mowers, chain saws at a time
when youth are not present. Alternatively, take steps to exclude them form the area.
Only operate ‘commercial’ and high risk plant such as forklifts., EWP, excavators and cranes in an
excluded area, and only with competent operators.
Never allow youth or other unqualified / inexperienced persons operate plant such as circular saws
and chain saws.
When using plant and equipment on a temporary basis (eg when setting up a major event or
performing a one- off task), only competent operators and safe equipment may be used. Whilst
Scouts Australia NSW is unlikely to use cranes on a regular basis, in preparation for or during major
events, a mobile crane may be used to erect structures or transport demountable buildings or
containers. The site manager should ensure that any mobile crane on site has been inspected by a
competent person and Safe Work Method Statement has been prepared. Operators must be
suitably qualified and insured. Information on the plant should be documented for the period that
it is in use on Scouts Australia NSW sites.
No person is authorised to operate plant and equipment on a Scouts site without the prior
knowledge and approval of the site manager / supervisor. Plant and equipment brought on site
temporality that poses any health and safety risk is subject to the requirements of this procedure.
The design, construction and operation of mobile plant and equipment is likely to be deemed work
by SafeWork NSW. Where used for work, documented records of the following activities must be
kept by the site manager.
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Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
SOP’s should be prepared by site manager (or delegate) to cover use of plant and equipment that
presents a health & safety risk. The SOP’s are prepared in consultation with competent persons
and should take into consideration the following information:



Operating manual, instructions and risk assessment and other information provided by the
supplier.
Findings from the Hazard Checklist appearing in the Managing-risks-of-plant-in-the-

Workplace-Code-of-practice.









Findings from the risk assessment.
Knowledge experience and skills of persons consulted.
Code of Practice, if applicable (for Codes of Practice, visit the Safe Work NSW website).
Any relevant existing requirements of the Scout NSW WHSMS (eg pre-start checklists)
Consideration of the particular site in question eg exclusion zones, fire risks, gradient etc
Any PPE requirements
Required user competencies
warning devices, emergency procedures, specification limitations

All workers and other persons who may be exposed to risk from the presence or use of plant must
be provided with relevant information, training and instruction before operating the plant.
Induction to the plant should be recorded on the worker’s training record.
Emergency procedures related to the plant should be developed and displayed so it is readily seen
by those affected by the operation of the plant.

Operator competency
Safety information and/or training must be provided to any person operating plant and equipment
that poses a health and safety hazard. Even where operators are experienced in operating the
plant and equipment they must be informed of hazards that are specific to the location or the task,
as identified in a formal (documented) or informal(not documented) risk assessment.
The site manager is responsible to ensure that operators of plant and equipment receives such
information or training prior to performing the task, or whenever conditions change. The
information, instruction and training (including on SOP’s) on plant documented on relevant
workers’ files.
Fork truck require high risk licences in order to operate. Therefore, sites that have fork trucks must
take steps to prevent unauthorised use (such as signage and locking procedures).
Evidence of forklift operator competency must be maintained by the site manager. Records
include:






name of licenced operator
licence number, issue date and expiry date
date description of forklift specific induction (including make, model)
date and description of site-specific inductions completed
operator signature
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Specific requirements for PPE whilst operating plant or working near plant and equipment, should
be identified during the risk assessment, codes of practice etc. PPE requirements are to be
communicated to workers via provision of training and information. Common PPE for plant
equipment can include:








hearing protection
eye protection
safety boots
long sleeve shirts and long pants
high visibility vests
sun protection

High visibility vests must be worn by licensed ride on fork lift operators and staff/contractors
/visitors entering signed hi-vis PPE required areas.
For procedures on acquiring, issuing and maintaining PPE etc, refer to Scouts NSW Procedure

PRO28 Personal protective equipment (PPE).

Pre-start-up checklists
Pre-start up checklists are used to prompt operators to check certain items prior to start up. When
faults are identified, operators must not proceed and they instead must take appropriate action
depending on the specific issue.
The following start-up checklists are available and must be completed and retained where
operation of such equipment is deemed work ie. used by professional employed staff, or used by
any workers for the purposes of site maintenance or working bees.

30.1 Fork lift / tractor pre-start checklist
30.2 Mower pre-start checklist

5 Maintenance, repair and inspection
Maintenance frequencies are to be taken from the manufacturer’s operating manual, or where
manufacturer’s information is not available, seek advice from a competent person. Scout sites that
are in control of machinery and equipment are responsible for arranging the maintenance at the
required frequencies. Maintenance, repair or alteration of any item of machinery, equipment or
buildings must be performed only by persons who have the appropriate competencies, licences and
certificates to perform the task. Appropriate records of the work should be kept.
Machinery and equipment maintenance schedules should be documented for all
machinery/equipment items (or groups of items) and retained at the site. Manager of State
Activity centres will record preventative maintenance frequencies using the Appendix 1 Plant &
equipment register & Maintenance Schedule or equivalent template. When an item requires
repair (other than preventative maintenance), the option to conduct more frequent preventative
maintenance should be considered. If additional preventative maintenance is implemented, the
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Appendix 1 Plant & equipment register & Maintenance Schedule must be revised to include
the change.
A pre-start checklist is to be completed by the operator of a ride-on forklift, walk-behind tractor
and ride-on mower before they are used each shift.

6 Registrable plant
Certain plant items and specific structural designs are subject to registration and or inspection by
regulatory bodies such as Safe Work NSW or Roads and Maritime Services RMS.
Items that are registered and inspected through RMS include passenger vehicles and trailers
(including trailers connected to mobile climbing walls). The site manager or other leader in charge
is responsible for ascertaining the registration requirements for the particular item.
Items that require design registration or item registration through the regulator SafeWork NSW
include certain gas cylinders, lifts, certain amusement devices. A more informative list appears in
the Managing-risks-of-machinery-in-the-workplace-Code-of-practice (available freely on the
internet). The site manager or other leader in charge is responsible for ascertaining the registration
requirements for the particular item.
The site manager is responsible for ensuring compliance with relevant registrations and
inspections/certifications. Manager of State Activity centres will generate a register of all
machinery and equipment then enter registration/certification requirements into Appendix 1

Plant & equipment register & Maintenance Schedule.
Scouts NSW may opt to have plant and equipment regularly inspected by a competent person due
to the expertise required and potential for serious injury eg high ropes courses at Baden Powell
Scout Centre (BPSC) and Cataract Scout Park). (CSP)

7 Defective machinery and equipment
Where a worker/contractor identifies an item of equipment that appears unsafe, they should turn
off the equipment (if safe to do so), tag out the item and immediately notify the relevant
Supervisor /Manager. So that corrective actions are taken. Repairs or maintenance must be carried
out by a competent person. The tag must only be removed by the approved maintenance
personnel or the person who applied the tag when it is determined that the equipment is safe to
use again.
Incidents arising from machinery and equipment shall be reported using Incident report form.
Note that any serious injury associated with machinery and equipment sustained during the course
of ‘work’ (paid or unpaid) is notifiable to the regulator and the scene must not be disturbed. Refer
to Scouts NSW Procedure PRO15 Incident Reporting & Analysis.
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8 Decommissioning and disposal
Risk control measures must be implemented to ensure that risks arising from the decommissioning,
dismantling and disposal of machinery are controlled.
Machinery and equipment that is unsafe and cannot be feasibly repaired, must be removed from
site completely, disposed of and unrepairable equipment must not be ‘given away’. Whenever
equipment is given away, Scouts NSW must notify the recipient of any known faults that could
impact health and safety.

9 Record keeping
The site manager is responsible for keeping records of all tests, inspections, maintenance,
commissioning, decommissioning, dismantling and alterations to registered plant at a Scouts
Australia NSW workplace.
Records are to be made available upon request to Scouts NSW management for the purposes of
monitoring compliance.

10 Records & references











WHS Volunteers Guide (Safe Work Australia)
Plant and Equipment Registers
Plant and Equipment and Maintenance Schedule
Plant and equipment evaluation checklist and Risk Assessment
Training records
Mobile plant Pre-Start Check lists
WHS Act (2011) s26, WHS Regulation Clause 39, 43,198-199, 201-219,
221,222,224,225,232,233,235,263, 237
Scouts NSW Procedure - WHS Risk Management
PRO28 Personal Protective Equipment
Leader Support guide - LPG and your responsibility as a leader

11 Associated forms




30.1 Fork lift / tractor pre-start checklist
30.2 Mower pre-start checklist
Whenever this procedure is revised, the sponsor of this procedure will review the above forms, to
determine whether the changes made to the procedure impact the forms. If changes are required,
the sponsor must also make the appropriate revisions to the forms.
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12 Appendices


Example template for plant and equipment register and maintenance schedule
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Example Template for plant and equipment register and maintenance schedule
PLANT & EQUIPMENT REGISTER & MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE for YEAR _________
Use this template (or an equivalent template) to record all plant and equipment, and preventative maintenance requirements / frequencies. Create a one year
planner, by marking the specific weeks or months when preventative maintenance is due. For frequencies greater than 12 months, ensure you record the ‘last
done’ date or the ‘next due’ date.
Sites may adjust this form to suit the specific needs of the site, although any amended format must contain at minimum, information equivalent to the below.
Site: ___________________
PLANT

W1

Maintenance

JUL-13
W2 W3

W4

W1

Frequency

W1

JAN-13
W2 W3

W4

W1

FEB-13
W2 W3

W4

W1

W2

MAR-13
W3 W4

AUG-13
W2 W3

W4

W1

SEP-13
W2 W3

W4

W5

OCT-13
W2 W3

W4

W1

W1

W5

W1

APR-13
W2 W3

NOV-13
W2 W3

W4

W1

W4

W1

DEC-13
W2 W3

W4

MAY-13
W2 W3

W5

W4

W1

JUN-13
W2 W3

W4

Identify the cells in a colour
to indicate Maintenance due
to be performed in this
week of the month

XX – initials confirm that
maintenance was carried
out.
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